
Panoramic  Glass  Sauna  6mm
Lowe+12A+6mm  Insulated  Glass
Manufacturer IGU Supplier

What is a panoramic glass sauna?
A panoramic glass sauna is a type of sauna that features large
windows  or  walls  made  of  glass,  allowing  users  to  enjoy
expansive views of the surrounding landscape while relaxing
inside the sauna. The glass panels provide an unobstructed
view  of  the  outdoors,  creating  a  sense  of  openness  and
connection with nature during the sauna experience.

https://szdragonglass.com/panoramic-glass-sauna-igu-supplier/
https://szdragonglass.com/panoramic-glass-sauna-igu-supplier/
https://szdragonglass.com/panoramic-glass-sauna-igu-supplier/




What is 6mm Lowe+12A+6mm Insulated
Glass?
To understand the panoramic glass sauna, we should know what
kind of glass is used. We recommend using 6mm Lowe+12A+6mm
Insulated Glass as the main building material.

6mm  Low-e+12A+6mm  Insulated  Glass  refers  to  a  type  of
insulated glass unit (IGU) commonly used in construction and
building applications.

This is a three-layer structure insulating glass. It consists
of a layer of 12A aluminum alloy spacers sandwiched between
two 6 mm thick glass panels.



What are the characteristics of Low
e insulating glass?



Thermal Performance
Thermal Performance: Low-E coating significantly reduces heat
transfer through glass. They reflect heat back to the source,
keeping the interior warm in winter and cool in summer. This
helps increase energy efficiency and lower heating costs for
buildings. It can effectively keep the temperature inside the
sauna room from being absorbed by the outside.



UV Protection
Low-E  coatings  also  provide  protection  from  the  sun’s
ultraviolet (UV) rays. This helps to reduce fading and damage
to  interior  furniture,  fabrics  and  artwork  caused  by  UV
exposure.



Insulating space
Low-E insulating glass typically consists of two or more panes
of glass separated by a space filled with an insulating gas,
such  as  argon  or  krypton.  This  insulating  space  helps  to
further reduce heat transfer through the glass by providing a
barrier to conductive heat transfer.

Quality Standard

Subject to BS standard;
Subject to AS standard;
Subject to ASTM standard;
Subject to CE standard;
Subject to the ISO 9001 standard.

Applications
Specification Details

Product name IGU panoramic glass sauna,

Single glass panel
thickness

6mm, others 8mm, 10mm, 12mm, etc

Spacer Thickness
12A, others 6A, 9A, 16A, 21A, 23A,

27A

Spacer Color Normal, black, silver, brown, etc

Size
Maximum reach 3300x7000mm, minimum

reach 300x300mm, Support
customization

Glass color
clear, ultra clear, Support

customization



Process
cutting, edging, tempering, packing,

etc

Glass shape: flat, curved

Production time 10-20day

Capacity 1600SQM/DAY

Packing Strong plywood crates

Production details





Packing and Delivery
At Shenzhen Dragon Glass Company, we utilize sturdy plywood
crates to ensure the safe transportation of our IGU panoramic
glass sauna products. Our meticulous packing procedures are
specifically  tailored  to  offer  maximum  protection,  thereby
ensuring the safety of our products throughout long-distance
transit.

If you have any questions or inquiries about our Panoramic
Glass Sauna with 6mm Lowe + 12A + 6mm Insulated Glass, please
feel free to reach out to us at any time.



At Dragon Glass, we are committed to providing high-quality
IGU glass materials for all your projects. In addition to
DGU/IGU glass, we offer a variety of other glass types to suit
your needs. Contact us today to experience the benefits of our
products and excellent purchasing process.

https://szdragonglass.com/building-glass-products/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/shenzhen-dragon-glass/

